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  The Nag Hammadi Library in English James McConkey
Robinson,1984
  China's Military Modernization Richard D. Fisher, Jr.,2008-09-30
China's rise to global economic and strategic eminence, with the
potential for achieving pre-eminence in the greater-Asian region, is
one of the defining characteristics of the post-Cold War period. This
work offers a basic understanding of the military-strategic basis and
trajectory of a rising China, provides background, and outlines current
and future issues concerning China's rise in strategic-military
influence. The next decade may witness China's assertion of military
or strategic pressure on Japan, the Korean Peninsula, India, the South
China Sea, the Taiwan Strait, Central Asia, or even on behalf of future
allies in Africa and Latin America. While conflict is not a foregone
conclusion, as indicated by China's increasing participation in many
benign international organizations, it is a fact that China's leadership
will pursue its interests as it sees them, which may not always
coincide with those of the United States, its friends, and allies. Until
now, no single volume has existed that provides an authoritative,
comprehensive, and concise description of China's evolving geo-
strategy or of how China is transforming its military to carry out this
strategy. Fisher examines how China's People's Liberation Army
(PLA) remains critical to the existence of the Chinese Communist
government and looks at China's political and military actions designed
to protect its expanded strategic interests in both the Asia-Pacific and
Central to Near-Asian regions. Using open sources, including over a
decade of unique interview sources, Fisher documents China's efforts
to build a larger nuclear force that may soon be protected by missile
defenses, modern high technology systems for space, air, and naval
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forces, and how China is now beginning to assemble naval, air, and
ground forces for future power projection missions. His work also
examines how the United States and other governments
simultaneously seek greater engagement with China on strategic
concerns, while hedging against its rising power. Although China
faces both internal and external constraints on its rise to global
eminence, it cannot be denied that China's government is pursuing a
far-reaching strategic agenda.
  Summa Contra Gentiles, 4 St. Thomas Aquinas,1975-01-01 The
Summa Contra Gentiles is not merely the only complete summary of
Christian doctrine that St. Thomas has written, but also a creative and
even revolutionary work of Christian apologetics composed at the
precise moment when Christian thought needed to be intellectually
creative in order to master and assimilate the intelligence and wisdom
of the Greeks and the Arabs. In the Summa Aquinas works to save
and purify the thought of the Greeks and the Arabs in the higher
light of Christian Revelation, confident that all that had been rational
in the ancient philosophers and their followers would become more
rational within Christianity. This exposition and defense of divine
truth has two main parts: the consideration of that truth that faith
professes and reason investigates, and the consideration of the truth
that faith professes and reason is not competent to investigate. The
exposition of truths accessible to natural reason occupies Aquinas in the
first three books of the Summa. His method is to bring forward
demonstrative and probable arguments, some of which are drawn
from the philosophers, to convince the skeptic. In the fourth book of
the Summa St. Thomas appeals to the authority of the Sacred Scripture
for those divine truths that surpass the capacity of reason. The present
volume is a study of what God has revealed through scripture,
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specifically the Trinity, the Incarnation, and the end of the world.
Book 1 of the Summa deals with God; Book 2, Creation; and Book 3,
Providence.
  In the Middle of the Fight David Eugene Johnson,Adam
Grissom,Olga Oliker,2008 An analysis of the performance of medium-
armored forces across the range of military operations since World
War I yields insights with significant implications for U.S. Army
decisions about fielding these units in the future. The authors find that
medium-armored forces fare poorly against competent, heavily
armored opponents, and that the Stryker and Future Combat Systems
will not fill the void created by the retirement of the M551 Sheridan.
  Jesus the Second Coming 1945AD Rob Beasley,2014-06-05 This
book is a summary of the first Book. Its purpose is to show case the
two Jewels of the authors research. The authentic Jesus sayings from
the Gospel of Thomas and teh corruptions theory that explains why
that wonderful philosophy was lost to humanity.
  WHAT IS THIS THING CALLED GO(O)D? Rob
Beasley,2014-06-05 This book tackles that age old question of meaning
and the Question of What is this thing called Go(o)d? by using the
analogy of a tree. It first sets out to devise the seed of the research by
giving some definitions of what the author thinks Go(o)d is. Or you
might say Go(o)d's, reason for being. It's essence. Then the earliest
sources of the Jesus story are examined. The roots. Finally, a big
picture examination of history, the branches and canopy, reveals a
theory with five related corruptions to the religious story.
  Healing Identities Cynthia Burack,2018-08-06 Group
identifications famously pose the problem of destructive rhetoric and
action against others. Cynthia Burack brings together the theory work
of women of color and the tools of psychoanalysis to examine the
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effects of group collaborations for social justice and progressive politics.
This juxtaposition illuminates some assumptions about race and
equality encoded in psychoanalysis. Burack's discursive analysis
suggests the positive, identity-affirming aspects of group relational life
for African American women. One analytic response to groups
emphasizes the dangers of these identifications and exhorts people to
abandon or transcend them for their own good and for the good of
others who may be harmed by group-based forms of cultural or
material violence. Another response understands that people feel a
need for group identifications and asks how they may be made more
resistant to malignant group-based discourse and action. What can
black feminist thought teach scholars and democratic citizens about
groups? Burack shows how the rhetoric of black feminism models
reparative, rather than destructive, forms of group dialogue and
action. Although it may be impossible to eliminate group
identifications that provide much of the impetus for bias and violence,
she argues, we can encourage more progressive forms of leadership,
solidarity, and coalition politics.
  The Nature of War in the Information Age David J.
Lonsdale,2004-06 There has been a great deal of speculation recently
concerning the likely impact of the 'Information Age' on warfare. In
this vein, much of the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA)
literature subscribes to the idea that the Information Age will witness
a transformation in the very nature of war. In this book, David
Lonsdale puts that notion to the test. Using a range of contexts, the
book sets out to look at whether the classical Clausewitzian theory of
the nature of war will retain its validity in this new age. The analysis
covers the character of the future battlespace, the function of
command, and the much-hyped concept of Strategic Information
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Warfare. Finally, the book broadens its perspective to examine the
nature of 'Information Power' and its implications for geopolitics.
Through an assessment of both historical and contemporary case
studies (including the events following September 11 and the recent
war in Iraq), the author concludes that although the future will see
many changes to the conduct of warfare, the nature of war, as given
theoretical form by Clausewitz, will remain essentially unchanged.
  The Professors David Horowitz,2013-02-05 A book to challenge
the status quo, spark a debate, and get people talking about the issues
and questions we face as a country!
  In Defense of Uncle Tom Brando Simeo Starkey,2015-01-12 This
book shadows the usage of 'Uncle Tom' to understand how social
norms associated with the phrase were constructed and enforced.
  On Being a Shit: Unkind Deeds and Cover-Ups in Everyday Life
Jane Gilgun,2008-03-11 IN THIS BOOK, PROFESSOR JANE
GILGUN proposes a theory of being a shit and tests it on a variety of
stories. She ends with a revised theory and in the process discovers
principles of how to build bridges after you have done something
unkind and dishonest. Read this book and you will be ready to
dethrone the next person who dumps on you. For those who aspire to
be shits, this book is a step-by-step guide. For those who want to be
accountable, this book shows how. A great gift for put-upon relatives
and friends and a humorous hint to troublesome people in your life.
This book also shows how to do qualitative theory-testing, helpful to
graduate students and seasoned researchers. Another version uses
asterisks in key places and is at www.lulu.com/content/2239317
  Rehnquist Justice Earl M. Maltz,2003 With seven of its justices
appointed by Republican presidents, today's Supreme Court has
significantly altered America's legal landscape since 1986 by tilting
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constitutional jurisprudence to the right. That was the goal of
Presidents Reagan and Bush in filling court vacancies and has been
felt in cases related to federalism, economic rights, and affirmative
action. However, liberal issues such as abortion have moved only
marginally to the right, while rulings by the Court on school prayer
and gay rights have moved constitutional doctrine slightly to the left.
In this collection of original articles, prominent constitutional scholars
are joined by new voices from the cutting edge of academia to subject
the Rehnquist Court to closer scrutiny and to show that its brand of
conservatism is less extreme than many have supposed. Reflecting
views across the political spectrum, the contributors help readers
understand the Court dynamic, its constrained conservatism, and the
forces that shape constitutional law in general. As these authors show,
the overall pattern of decision-making in the Rehnquist era cannot be
attributed to any single, unified approach to constitutional analysis.
Instead, today's Court can only be understood as the product of a
complex interaction among individual justices, each with an
idiosyncratic view of the proper interpretation of the Constitution and
the role of the Court in the American political system. These
provocative essays are designed to provide readers with insight into
this interaction by focusing on each member of the bench. From the
staunch conservatism of Clarence Thomas, to the accommodationism of
Sandra Day O'Connor, to the liberal constitutionalism of David Souter,
the essays analyze the unique approach of each justice to interpreting
the Constitution. They also show that the current justices are the
product of a nomination and confirmation process that has undergone a
major transformation in recent decades one which favors experienced,
often unknown jurists over high-profile public servants. By
concentrating attention on its members, Rehnquist Justice allows us to
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better understand the Supreme Court as a whole. And by assessing
today's judiciary in light of a public philosophy that looks askance at
government, it shows us that the Supreme Court has truly become a
mirror of its times.
  At Hell's Gate Claude Anshin Thomas,2006-01-10 In this raw and
moving memoir, Claude Thomas describes his service in Vietnam, his
subsequent emotional collapse, and his remarkable journey toward
healing. At Hell's Gate is not only a gripping coming-of-age story but a
spiritual travelogue from the horrors of combat to the discovery of
inner peace—a journey that inspired Thomas to become a Zen monk
and peace activist who travels to war-scarred regions around the
world. Everyone has their Vietnam, Thomas writes. Everyone has
their own experience of violence, calamity, or trauma. With
simplicity and power, this book offers timeless teachings on how we
can all find healing, and it presents practical guidance on how
mindfulness and compassion can transform our lives. This expanded
edition features: • Discussion questions for reading groups • A new
afterword by the author reflecting on how the current wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan are affecting soldiers—and offering advice on how to
help returning soldiers to cope with their combat experiences
  21st Century Chinese Cyberwarfare William Hagestad
II,2012-03-05 21st Century Chinese Cyberwarfare draws from a
combination of business, cultural, historical and linguistic sources, as
well as the author's personal experience, to attempt to explain China to
the uninitiated. The objective of the book is to present the salient
information regarding the use of cyber warfare doctrine by the
People's Republic of China to promote its own interests and enforce its
political, military and economic will on other nation states. The threat
of Chinese Cyberwarfare can no longer be ignored. It is a clear and
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present danger to the experienced and innocent alike and will be
economically, societally and culturally changing and damaging for the
nations that are targeted.
  The Star-entangled Banner Sharon Delmendo,2005 This work
looks at the problematic relationship between the Phillippines and the
US. It argues that when faced with a national crisis or a compelling
need to reestablish its autonomy, each nation paradoxically turns to its
history with the other to define its place in the world.
  Regulae Wim van den Dungen,2016-12-19 In 1628 or perhaps a
few years earlier, the rationalist Rene Descartes (1596 - 1650) began
work on a treatise, left unfinished, regarding the correct method for
scientific and philosophical thinking, entitled: 'Regulae ad directionem
ingenii', or 'Rules for the Direction of the Mind'. To honor his effort,
this little book brings together hundred rules covering the game of
knowing. This sport, played by scientists and philosophers alike,
intends to gather novel conceptual knowledge (context of discovery)
valid pro tem (context of justification).
  Mending a Torn World Maura O'Neill,2015-02-19
  The Kitchen Pantry Scientist Physics for Kids Liz Lee
Heinecke,2022-02-08 The Kitchen Pantry Scientist: Physics for Kids
features biographies of 25 leading physicists, past and present,
accompanied by accessible, hands-on experiments and activities to
bring the history and principles of physics alive.
  A Day in United States History - Book 2 Paul R. Wonning,
Description Undertake your own journey into Colonial American
history with the A Day in United States History - Book 2. The
volume includes both little and well known tales of the events and
people that made up the building blocks of the United States. This
frontier history includes the following stories: January 10, 1749 -
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Petition Filed To Repeal of the Ban Against Slaves February 27, 1717
- The Great Snow of 1717 March 10, 1753- Liberty Bell Hung April 3,
1735 - Georgia Bans Slavery May 12, 1777 - First Ice Cream
Advertisement June 26, 1740 - Siege of Fort Mose - War of Jenkins
Ear July 07, 1774 - Paul Revere Adopts Snake Device August 15, 1756
- Daniel Boone and Rebecca Married September 11, 1740 - First
Mention of a Black Doctor in Colonies October 20, 1774 - Congress
created the Continental Association November 05, 1492 - Christopher
Columbus learns of maize December 21, 1767 - Letters from a Farmer
in Pennsylvania journal, united states, this day in history, history
stories, beginners, introduction
  Advances in Open Domain Question Answering Tomek
Strzalkowski,Sanda Harabagiu,2006-10-07 This new Springer volume
provides a comprehensive and detailed look at current approaches to
automated question answering. The level of presentation is suitable for
newcomers to the field as well as for professionals wishing to study
this area and/or to build practical QA systems. The book can serve as a
how-to handbook for IT practitioners and system developers. It can
also be used to teach graduate courses in Computer Science,
Information Science and related disciplines.
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could potentially lead
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number of uk
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